
 

If there is not a Data Analysis option under the DATA menu, you will need to install the Data Analysis ToolPak as an 

add-in for Microsoft Excel. 

1. Click on the FILE tab and then select Options from the left-hand side.   

2. Once in the options window, select Add-Ins on the left-hand side. At the bottom, make sure that Excel Add-ins is 

selected from the dropdown menu, and click Go.  

3. Once the Add-Ins dialog box appears, click the box next to Analysis ToolPak and click OK.   

4. The add-in will be installed. You should now see a DATA tab at the top. The Data Analysis tools are accessed by 

clicking on the Data Analysis button under the DATA tab. You will be utilizing these tools throughout the 

Discovering Technology sections in the text. 

For more information on installing the Data Analysis ToolPak, including screenshots, please visit 

support.hawkeslearning.com.  

The following instructions are given, by chapter, where there is a difference between the steps in the textbook (Excel 

2010) and how you would perform the same function in Excel 2013. Many of the steps given in the textbook are the 

same, and may be followed as they are. Steps are only listed if this is not the case, and different directions must be 

followed. Updated screenshots are also given, for convenience. 

  

http://support.hawkeslearning.com/


Chapter 1: No changes 

Chapter 2: Basic Charts 

The Chart options are located under the INSERT tab. Begin by entering your data into the worksheet. Then click on the 

button in the toolbar for the type of chart you would like to create. Excel 2013 also features a Recommended Charts 

option, which recommends the most suitable charts for your data. Below each recommended chart is a brief description 

of what the chart shows, and when that type of chart is most effective. Similar descriptions are also given in call-out 

boxes when you hover the mouse over each type of chart under the INSERT tab. 

 

By double clicking on the various parts of the resulting graph, you can change various options using the Format menus 

on the right-hand side. You can control what elements appear on the chart using the Chart Elements button that 

appears next to the chart when it is selected (a green + sign). 

 

Chapter 2: Example T.3 

You can change the title of the chart by editing the existing text in the chart area. You can change the legend or add data 

labels using the Chart Elements button (the + sign) that appears when the chart is selected. By double clicking on any of 

the chart elements, a Format menu will appear on the right-hand side that allows you to customize the chart as you 

wish. 

  



Chapter 2: Example T.4 

When your histogram has been created, you will notice that the bars do not touch. To correct this error, double click on 

one of the bars in the histogram. A Format Data Series menu will appear on the right-hand side. Under SERIES OPTIONS, 

move the Gap Width slider to 0% (or, alternatively, change 150% to 0% in the box).  

 

In order to change the histogram you just created to look like the one shown at the end of the example, several 

additional steps have to be taken to tweak the options of the chart. All of these steps can be done using the Format 

menus that appear on the right-hand side when double clicking on a particular chart element. 

Chapter 3: No change 

Chapter 4: Counting Techniques 

No change, but note that Excel 2013 features two new functions, COMBINA(number, number_chosen) and 

PERMUTA(number, number_chosen) that return the number of combinations or permutations, respectively, with 

repetitions for a given number of items. However, the functions COMBIN and PERMUT are the appropriate functions to 

complete the technology examples as indicated in this section. 

Chapter 5: Binomial Distribution 

No change, but note that Excel 2013 features a new function, BINOM.DIST.RANGE(trials, probability_s_ number_s, 

number_s2) that returns the probability of a trial result or a range of results using a binomial distribution. For example, 

=BINOM.DIST.RANGE(60, 0.75, 45, 50) returns the probability of between 45 and 50 successes (inclusive) in 60 trials, 

with a 0.75 probability of success. This is an expansion of the BINOM.DIST function. 

Chapters 6-11: No change 

  



Chapter 12: Scatter Plot 

Under the INSERT tab, choose Scatter. 

 

You can customize your scatter plot using the CHART TOOLS tabs DESIGN and FORMAT. You can edit the title of the 

chart directly within the chart area, and determine whether or not a legend appears, add x- and y-axis labels, among 

many other features using the Chart Elements button. A Format menu for each chart element will appear on the right-

hand side when double clicking on the element in the chart area. 

  



Chapter 12: Example T.2 

Add axis titles by clicking on the Chart Elements button, and placing a check mark next to Axis Titles. 

 

Edit the axis titles directly in the chart area. A legend does not appear by default, so no action is required to remove the 

legend.  

 


